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HISTORY

What began over a century ago as a simple
furniture polish laboratory in the garage of
founder Frank Meguiar Jr., has spanned
four generations of the Meguiar family.
In his wildest dreams, it's doubtful that
Frank Meguiar Jr. could have foreseen
what his ﬁrst bottle of furniture polish in
1901 would evolve into over the next 100+
years. Meguiar's Inc. has become the
global leader in appearance care and is

proud to offer our next generation of
products, tools and accessories to serious
car enthusiasts. We strive to set an
entirely new standard for quality and
performance in the industry.
From his ﬁrst bottle of furniture polish,
Frank Meguiar Jr. built his business on
excellent products and an understanding
of his consumers needs. Today Meguiar’s
enduring and strong relationship with

serious car enthusiasts worldwide has
created a level of trust and respect for the
brand that transcends our products and
embodies the lifestyle of the car hobby. To
this day, Meguiar's is committed to
delivering products and building
relationships that excite and unite car
enthusiasts and professionals worldwide.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT'S YOUR BEST WAX?
What's best for you may be different from the
next car guy. What's most important to you?
Speed? Meguiar's® Ultimate Fast Finish
aerosol is the hot ticket for a fast coat of
"wax" protection. Long-lasting water beading
in a hi-tech synthetic? Meguiar's® Ultimate
Wax is "best". Do you prefer a natural
carnauba wax? You'll love our Meguiar's® Gold
Class™ Carnauba Plus wax with premium
carnauba. Cost/value/time-saving? Then it's
the tried-&-true, all in one action of our
classic Cleaner Wax.
WHAT'S THE BEST PRODUCT TO USE ON
MY NEW CAR?
All of Meguiar's products are safe to use on
your new car, but brand new cars are unique in
that the paint should be in excellent condition.
If you adopt just a few routine maintenance
procedures, you can keep your car looking new
for a long, long time. As Barry Meguiar often
says, "Frequent car care is EASY car care!"
Follow the 5 steps to paint care, using
products designed for automotive care.
• Wash your car weekly, using a quality
microﬁber wash mitt and premium car
wash/shampoo.
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FAQ’s

• Apply a high quality automotive wax 3-4
times a year.
• Maintain your car in-between washes by
using a mist and wipe Meguiar's® Quik
Detailer® or Ultimate Waterless Wash &
Wax to remove dust & contaminants.
• Clay your car as needed.
• Protect your interior and exterior trim and
tyres with protectants and tyre dressing.
HOW DO I GET RID OF SWIRL MARKS AND
SCRATCHES?
It depends on the severity and extent of the
blemish. First, if you can catch your ﬁngernail
in the scratch, you will need professional help
to correct it as it's very deep. We recommend
the following:
For very light scratches and swirls, Ultimate
Polish is the answer and may be applied by
hand, orbital buffer or dual action
polisher (DA). For hand application only,
Meguiar's® Clear Coat Safe Polishing
Compound may also be used. For heavier
scratches, oxidation, or just generally
neglected paint, Ultimate Compound is the
perfect choice. It too can be safely applied by
hand, orbital buffer or with a DA. If you have
an isolated scratch, ﬁngernail mark or light
scuff, Meguiar's® ScratchX™ will safely

provide the muscle to remove it.
WHAT'S A "DUAL ACTION" POLISHER, AND
WHY SHOULD I USE ONE?
While most professional detailers use a DA,
they are deﬁnitely not restricted to "Pro" use
only. Overall, the DA will produce better
results, faster. Meguiar's® DA Power System &
MT310 DA Polisher have been designed, along
with our pads for both do it yourself &
professional use. These fantastic machines
make paint correction a breeze, and you can
also apply a coat of your favorite wax in
virtually no time.
HOW DO I REMOVE WATER SPOTS?
To prevent getting water spots in the ﬁrst
place by keeping your vehicle waxed and
maintained, as well as washing and drying the
vehicle in the shade and when the surface is
cool. For those times where you do get that
nasty, water spot surprise, we recommend
Ultimate Compound.
WHICH IS BETTER: SPRAY, LIQUID OR
PASTE WAX?
It depends on your goal or expectation. Our
Meguiar's® Fast Finish Aerosol spray wax, for
example, delivers amazing results and you can
"wax" your car in just minutes. Paste & liquid
waxes also add glass & deep reﬂections.

SHOW CAR PAINT IN

5 STEPS

1 - WASH
Wash your car using a specially formulated car wash and conditioner.
Dish washing soaps & detergents strip your car's wax and can dry your
paint out leading to a loss of gloss and shine. All Meguiar's washes are
also environmentally safe.
2 - CLEAN/PREP
Check for & remove above surface contaminants like tree sap mist with
Meguiar's® Smooth Surface™ Clay Kit before checking for belowsurface defects. The most effective way to remove below surface paint
problems like oxidation, ﬁne scratches and swirls is to use a nonabrasive, clear-coat safe paint cleaner like Meguiar's® Ultimate
Compound.
3 - POLISH (OPTIONAL)
Polishing is recommended as an optional step, especially for dark
coloured cars, prior to waxing to help create the ultimate in high gloss.
4 - WAX/PROTECT
To protect and add a brilliant shine to your paint's surface, use only
premium car wax products like Meguiar's® Ultimate Wax.
5 - MAINTAIN
Regular maintenance removes above surface contaminants before they
have time to bond or etch into your paint ﬁnish. Meguiar's® Quik
Detailer® or Ultimate Quik Detailer® dramatically extends the durability
of your wax protection & safely removes dust and grime between
washes.
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WHAT’S NEW
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G210256 Hybrid Ceramic
Wash & Wax

X210200 Hybrid Wash &
Wax - Dual Sided

G210300 Hybrid Paint
Coating Kit

DRTU200232 Iron Removing
Spray Clay - 946ml

WASH AND WAX: Gently washes
while adding an additional layer of
Hybrid Ceramic SiO2 protection
WATER BEADS & ROLLS OFF:
Delivers extreme water beading
CLEAR COAT SAFE: Cleans dirt and
grime from paint and clear coat
without removing preexisting wax
PAINT MAINTENANCE: Boosting
protection and slickness in between
regular wax applications

IDEAL USE: Optimized for use with
Meguiar's Hybrid Ceramic Wash &
Wax to maximize your results
USE WITH OTHER WASHES: Can be
used with other Meguiar's washes
DUAL SIDED: Two distinct side to
maximize either the washing or
waxing attributes
CLEAR COAT SAFE: Extremely soft
and plush ﬁbers gently lift dirt and
grime while adding wax protection

LONG-TERM DURABILITY: Advance
chemistry delivers long term
durability with chemical resistance
and protection that lasts over a year
PRO-LEVEL PROTECTION: Hybrid
Polysiloxane formula provides
professional level paint protection
ADVANCED CHEMISTRY: TrueCure
Cross Linking formula bonds to itself
and to paint for extreme durability
GREAT WATER BEADING ACTION

FALLOUT & IRON REMOVER: Works
like a chemical clay dissolving
embedded iron contamination
PAINT CLEANING WITHOUT
ABRASIVES: Removes surface
contamination without abrasives
PREPS PAINT: Helps prepare paint
for faster paint correction
LEAVES PAINT SMOOTH: Works to
improve paint smoothness
READY TO USE FORMULA

DRTU14332 Non Acid Wheel
& Tyre Cleaner - 946ml

DRTU17032 Hyper Dressing
- 946ml

DRTU10732 Citrus Power
Cleaner Plus - 946ml

DRTU15532 Last Touch Spray
Detailer - 946ml

CLEAN WHEELS & TIRES: Effective
and easy cleaning on factory OEM
clear coated, painted, chrome
wheels and tires
QUICK CLEANING: Quickly removes
brake dust, road grime, light grease
and dirt
EASY TO USE: Spray on, lightly
agitate, hose off
READY TO USE FORMULA: Prediluted, no mixing required!

BEST RESULTS: Get a high shine
ﬁnish on your car’s interior & exterior
surfaces
VERSATILE APPLICATION: Including
interior and exterior trim pieces, vinyl
surfaces, tires, wheel wells, engine
rubber, plastics, & more
WATER-BASED FORMULA: Safe to
use & leaves behind a pleasant scent
READY TO USE FORMULA: Prediluted, no mixing required!

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER: Solvent
free all purpose car interior cleaner
QUICK & EFFECTIVE: Removes
grease, grime & stains from car
interior surfaces
VERSATILE USE: Safe on car interior
plus engines, wheel wells, tires & more
OPTIONS TO APPLY: Ideal for
hot/cold extraction machines and airpowered cleaning tools, or use by hand
READY TO USE FORMULA

PRO-GRADE DETAILER SPRAY:
Simply spray on and wipe off for
incredible depth, shine and gloss
USE WITH CONFIDENCE: Unique
blend safely and gently removes
contaminants
CLAY LUBRICANT: Pre-diluted 1:1
making it an excellent for use as a
clay bar lubricant.
READY TO USE FORMULA: Prediluted, no mixing required
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STEP 1 WASH
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G3626 Ultimate Waterless
Wash & Wax- 768ml

G17748 Ultimate Wash &
Wax - 1.4L

CONVENIENT: Wash ANYWHERE!
No hose, bucket or rinsing required!
FAST: Wash & wax at the same time!
ADVANCED CHEMISTRY: Water
spot - free formula safely cleans
road grime without scratching
SAFE: The high - lubricity formula
protects the surface against
scratching as it cleans
PROTECTION: Leaves behind a
glossy, synthetic wax barrier

Traditional “Wash & Wax” products
are typically weak on suds, shine and
protection, but not anymore!
•
•
•
•
•

Hybrid carnauba/polymer wax
Incredible sudsing action
Enhance gloss & shine
Boosts your protection
Compatible with all Meguiar’s
products
• Leaves a just waxed shine

G30264 NXT Car Wash
- 1.89L
pH balanced Synthetic, polymer based,
NXT Car wash penetrates, emulsiﬁes
and dissolves dirt without stripping
wax protection.
Meguiar’s® NXT Generation® Car
Wash is the ﬁrst step to a clean,
glossy, protected ﬁnish, and perfectly
prepares your paint for an application
of Meguiar’s NXT Generation Polymer
Paint Sealant.

Gold Class™ Car Wash
- 1.89L G7164 - 473ml G7116
Meguiar's premium formula that
washes and conditions your paint.
Gently foams away dirt and grime.
• The premium formula offers rich
suds that gently and safely foams
away tough dirt, road grime, and
contaminants
• Ultra-rich paint conditioners
remove debris to reveal color and
clarity

STEP 2 CLEAN/PREP

Soft Wash Gel - 1.89l A2564
- 473ml A2516

G191700 Smooth Surface
Clay Kit - 3 Bars

G1120 Smooth Surface Clay
Kit - 2 Bars

G200200 Hybrid Ceramic
Quik Clay Kit

Super rich and super thick formula
blends rich conditioners with optical
brighteners. Use Soft Wash Gel
with Meguiar's Lambswool Wash
Mitt for safe, superior results.

Quickly & easily removes bonded
contaminants like paint overspray,
industrial fallout, tree sap, road tar
and more.

‘Claying’ is the quickest and easiest
way to guarantee the long term
integrity and appearance of your
paint ﬁnish. The Smooth Surface
Quik Clay Kit can also be used on
window glass and hard smooth
plastic exterior trims as well as
painted surfaces

Hybrid ceramic detailer lubricates
the synthetic clay pad that removes
bonded contaminants & contains
advanced si02 hybrid ceramic
protection.

• Gently suds away dirt & grime
leaving a rich stunning gloss
effect
• ph balanced, will not strip away
wax protection

• Removes bonded surface
contaminants - paint overspray,
industrial fallout, tree sap mist,
road tar and more
• Clay bar works safely on any
paint ﬁnish including clear coats

• Creates a smooth as glass surface
• Makes wax glide on & last longer

• Get a smooth as glass ﬁnish while
protecting paint in just one step
• Delivers enhanced slickness, shine
and extreme water beading action
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STEP 2

G17216 Ultimate Compound
- 450ml

G10307 Scratch X - 207ml

A3016 Clearcoat Safe
Cleaner - 473ml

This really is the ultimate product
for removing paint defects such as
oxidation, scratches, water spots
and blemishes.

Quick removal of isolated paint
scratches or blemishes whenever
they occur and won’t blemish or
scratch the ﬁnish.

This non-abrasive paint cleaner
safely removes surface
contamination, road grime, light
oxidation, swirls and light
scratches to restore damaged
and dull ﬁnishes.

• Restores colour & clarity
• Cuts as fast as harsh abrasive
compounds without scratching
• Fast & easy way to remove
oxidation, scratches & swirl
marks
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• Clear coat safe!
• Quickly removes ﬁne scratches,
ﬁngernail marks, paint transfer
& parking lot scuffs
• Features polymer wax, so you
know your paint is protected

• Prepares all paint ﬁnishes
for polishing & waxing.
• Removes contaminants
left behind from washing

RE
O
F
BE FTER
A

A3714 Water Spot Remover G17616 Swirl Remover
- 473ml
- 450ml
Quickly removes water spots
without damaging your vehicles
clear coat. Great on paint, glass,
chrome and hard plastics. Use by
hand or dual action polisher.
Clear Coat safe!
• Specially formulated to gently
polish away water spots
• Also great for removing
light swirl marks!

Swirl Remover is non-abrasive
and effortlessly removes swirl
marks while improving colour
and clarity. Apply by hand or our
DA Polisher. Removes swirl
marks, spider webs, holograms to
restore crystal clear reﬂections.
• Removes swirl marks
• Enhances colour & paint
clarity
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STEP 3

POLISH

Polishing is an optional step,
and is different from waxing.
While some modern day
marketers have caused
confusion by naively misusing
the terms, the deﬁnitions are
clear. As in polishing a diamond,
the sole purpose of polishing is
to create brilliant high gloss. For
car show enthusiasts who are
obsessed with having perfectly
clear reﬂections, Meguiar's®
Ultimate Polish is the perfect
choice. Others may be looking
to remove the last hints of swirl
marks while maximizing the
gloss. In this case, a
Cleaner/Polish like Meguiar's®
Clear Coat Safe Polishing
Compound is a good solution.
Waxing falls under the larger
heading of protecting the paint
ﬁnish, which we'll discuss in
Step 4.
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G19216 Ultimate Polish
- 473ml

G18116 Polishing Compound G11816 Color X - 473ml
- 473ml

• Prepares the surface for waxing
while offering a deep high gloss
• Adds depth of colour & max
gloss especially on dark
coloured vehicles
• Quickly & gently removes ﬁne
swirls & towel marks for a
mirror like reﬂection
• Safe and effective by Hand or
Dual Action Polisher
• Flawless showroom shine

Meguiar's® Clear Coat Safe
Polishing Compound quickly adds
gloss and shine to paint surfaces
by hand. Our mild abrasives and
polishing oils remove light swirls &
haze, producing a brilliant ﬁnish.
• Removes light swirls & adds
gloss clarity
• Clear coat safe
• Non-scratching

ColorX is the tested and proven
one step system to restore deep
colour and gloss from your
oxidised or contaminated paint
ﬁnish. Will dramatically revive
brilliant colour and add a long
lasting protection that locks in
the shine.
• Helps to remove ﬁne
scratches and swirl marks

STEP 4 WAX/PROTECTION
Waxing protects the paint
ﬁnish from the elements by
coating it with waxes, polymers,
resins and silicones. Wax can
also "lock-in" the gloss to
create brilliance, deepen/enrich
dark colours and offer other
beneﬁts, such as water beading
and light swirl. All of Meguiar's
waxes are clear coat safe, with
choices available in paste, liquid
or spray depending on your
needs and preferences. All of
these variables affect how long
a wax lasts. Generally speaking,
we recommend waxing your car
3-4 times per year, but more
frequent waxing is OK!

G190526 Hybrid Ceramic
Wax - 768ml

G200416 Hybrid Ceramic
Liquid Wax - 473ml

HYBRID CERAMIC WAX
PROTECTION: Advanced SiO2
hybrid technology delivers ceramic
wax protection

CUTTING EDGE TECH: Contains
the latest advanced Hybrid Si02
technology

MORE THAN A WAX: Protection
& durability beyond conventional
wax
WATER BEADING PROTECTION:
Extreme water beading action

SEALS THE PAINT: Seals paint for
long-lasting protection against the
elements
NO WAX RESIDUE: Nonwhitening on non-painted trim and
rubber gaskets
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G18216 Ultimate Liquid Wax
- 473ml

G18211 Ultimate Paste Wax
- 325ml

G200916 Ultimate Quick
Wax - 473ml

G30524 Polymer Paint
Sealant - 473ml

Advanced hydrophobic wax! a pure
synthetic wax that provides ultimate
protection with ampliﬁed reﬂectivity
that won't leave a white residue on
trim and plastic. Cross linking
synthetic polymers form our longest
lasting protective barrier, amplifying
reﬂections for incredible depth and
mirror like shine. Safe and effective
on all glossy paints and clear coats.

• Formula delivers maximum
synthetic protection, durability,
depth of color, and reﬂectivity
• ThinFilm technology provide for
effortless application and wipe off
even in full sun
• Advanced synthetic polymers
crosslink to form a long lasting
protective barrier amplifying
reﬂection for incredible depth and
mirror like shine

NEW POLYMER CHEMISTRIES:
Longer lasting protective barrier

Cutting edge formula paint sealant
technology. Extreme hydrophobic
water beading performance.

EXTREME WATER BEADING:
Rrovides relentless water beading
SHINE & SLICKNESS: Paint comes
alive with deep, wet look reﬂections
ENHANCED SPRAYER: Provides a
perfect uniform mist

• Relentless water beading &
protection
• Protection against oxidation &
UV degeneration
• Great for lighter colour paints
• Glides on & off easily for slick
ﬁnish

G7016 Gold Class liquid Wax
- 473ml

G7716 Gold Class Quik Wax
- 473ml

A1624 Quik Wax - 709ml

A9816 Deep Crystal Wetlook
Cleaner Wax - 473ml

Elegant, timeless, premium. Since its
introduction, Meguiar's Gold Class
Liquid Wax has inspired enthusiasts
worldwide to pamper, condition and
protect their treasured investments.

Meguiar's Gold Class Quik Wax is a
sun safe formula that makes black
cars blacker and adds a high gloss
shine to all coloured vehicles. The
unique formula features a premium
carnauba and polymer blend for a
dark, deep, wet look shine.

Shine as You Dry formula offers dark
reﬂections with increased gloss and
shine. Just mist on and wipe off to
wax your entire car (wet or dry) in
minutes, even in full sun!

Combination of rich conditioning oils
and gentle cleaning ability to deliver
a one stop product that polishes,
protects and rejuvenate the paint
ﬁnish by removing light oxidation and
blemishes, enhance the colour with
polishing nutrients and leave behind
a durable coating to protect your
paint from the elements.

• Improved for a deeper shine
• Clear coat safe

• Special blend of carnauba wax
for the blackest black
• Safe on all paints & clear coats

•
•
•
•

Wax and Protection
Shine while you dry
Will not damage clear coat paint
Revives your paint while adding
shine

• Cleans, polishes and protects
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STEP 4 WAX/PROTECTION

A2216 Carnauba Wax
- 473ml

A1214 Cleaner/Wax Paste
- 311g

Deep Crystal Carnauba Wax delivers
a durable, long lasting high gloss
protection with superb water beading
action.

Cleaner / Wax is non-abrasive and
provides a tough, long-lasting
polymer/wax protection, rich
conditioning oils and gentle cleaning
ability.

• Durable, long lasting high gloss
protection
• Superb water beading
• Eye dazzling ﬁnish
• Protects all paint surfaces
including clear coats
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• Cleans, polishes and protects
• Gently removes light oxidation
and blemishes
• Enhances colour & leaves behind
a durable protective coating

STEP 5
Once a car is waxed, the best ongoing
protection for your car's ﬁnish is
regular attention, or maintaining the
ﬁnish. Regardless of whether your car
is parked or being driven, it's in a
hostile environment. Everything that
ﬂies, from a gnat to a 747 expels
contaminants that are determined to
bond to and then etch into your car's
ﬁnish. Add to this acid rain, industrial
fallout and those unavoidable UV rays
(the No. 1 cause of paint
degradation), and you can see how
your car is constantly under attack.
Meguiar's® Quik Detailer® and
Ultimate Quik Detailer® allow you to
safely and easily remove contaminants
before they have time to bond to your
paint ﬁnish. These products form the
missing link between washing and
waxing, allowing you to greatly extend
the protective qualities of your car
wax.

MAINTAIN

G201024 Ultimate Quik
Detailer - 650ml

G200526 Hybrid Ceramic
Detailer - 768ml

A3316 Quik Detailer - 473ml

• Quick spray detailer safely and
quickly removes dust & surface
contaminants between washings
• Strengthens wax protection and
enhances shine
• Meguiar’s Hydrophobic Polymer
Technology provides a relentless
water beading action
• Easier wipe off & slicker ﬁnish!

CLEANS & PROTECTS: removes
contaminants like dust, ﬁnger
prints & bird droppings, while
adding water beading protection
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY:
Contains sophisticated SiO2
Hybrid Ceramic protection
EASY TO USE: spray on, wiping off
ACHIEVE A JUST-WASHED
LOOK: remove fresh contaminants
between regular washes

Remove fresh contaminants before
they have time to bond to or etch
into your paint ﬁnish. Removes ﬁne
scratches on clear coat paints,
enhances colour and extends the
durability of your car wax.
• Keeps cars looking sharp
everyday
• Enhances gloss between waxing
• Ideal for fast touch ups
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WHEELS & TYRES
The next deﬁning features of a car is
its wheel and tyre package. What used
to be limited to paint, chrome and
aluminum has expanded into a variety
of ﬁnishes from custom wheel
manufacturers who are constantly
driving advances in design and
materials. Whether your ride's
equipped with custom 3-piece forged
rims, factory clear-coated silver alloys,
or a trick set of chrome plated wires,
Meguiar's® has developed the correct
cleaners and polishes
But clean wheels with dull, dingy tyres
is just wrong, so Meguiar's® also
offers Hot Shine™ and Endurance®
tyre dressings to make your tyres look
their best. And in addition to
improving your tyre's appearance,
Meguiar's® tyre dressings also protect
your tyres, helping to prevent
browning and premature aging of the
rubber.
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G180124 Ultimate Wheel
Cleaner - 710ml

G18715 Hot Shine Reect
- 425g

Meguiar’s® Ultimate All Wheel
Cleaner delivers our most
powerful cleaning performance
that is safe for all wheel ﬁnishes!

Meguiar’s® Hot Shine™ Reﬂect
tire Shine delivers the same deep,
black wet look shine that you love,
yet when light hits your tyres you
get a unique, sparkling shine.

• Gel quickly turns purple as it
dissolves brake dust
• Tough on road grime and dirt
but not your wheels
• Acid free and pH balanced safe
for all wheel ﬁnishes

• Proprietary technology reﬂects
light for sparkling shine
• Gives tyres deep, black wet look
that lasts for weeks
• Quick to prevent streaking

G13005 NXT All Metal
Polysh - 142g
NXT All Metal Polysh cleans,
polishes and protects all wheels,
stainless steel exhausts, chrome air
intakes and valve covers,
aluminium, brass, copper, silver, and
all other bright work components.
Meguiar’s Microscopic Diminishing
Abrasive Technology (MDAT)
removes built up oxidation, tarnish
and stain faster and safer than
traditional/harsh abrasives.

G9524 Hot Rims Wheel & Tire
Cleaner - 710ml

G14324 Hot Rims Aluminum
- 710ml

Endurance - 473ml Gel G7516
- 425g Aerosol G15415

G13115 NXT Insane Shine
Aerosol - 425g

Meguiar's Hot Rims Wheel & Tire
Cleaner dissolves brake dust and
grime from wheels and tyres!
Designed to wash away grime with
ease, leaving behind not only clean
wheels, but clean tire sidewalls as
well.

Hot Rims Aluminum Wheel Cleaner
is a specially designed formula
guaranteed safe for uncoated and
polished aluminium wheels as well
as anodised and powder coated
wheel surfaces.

Engineered Synthetic Polymers (ESP)
combined with specially designed
antiozonant create a mirror like shine
that prevents browning and premature
aging.

The ultimate in high gloss for tyres a deep, dark, 'insane' wet look that is
fast and easy. Engineered Synthetic
Polymers (ESP) combined with
specially designed anti ozonants
create a mirror like shine that
prevents browning and premature
aging.

• Safe on clear coated wheels
• Visually see dirt leaving the wheel
& tyres

• Safe on uncoated aluminum &
other sensitive materials
• Xtreme Cling foam easily removes
brake dust build up & road grime

• Delivers a long lasting deep, dark,
wet look shine
• High gloss shine
• Prevents tyre browning
• Easy to use trigger spray or aerosol

• Provides the ultimate long lasting,
mirror like coating
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WHEELS & TYRES

Hot Shine Tire Spray - 710ml
G12024 - 425g Aerosol G13815
Hot Shine’s high gloss formula gives
your tyres a “wet look” with a dark
shine. Hot Shine keeps your tyres
looking blacker longer while
preventing cracking, browning and
premature aging.
• Ultimate High Gloss Wet-Look
• Prevents tyres from cracking,
browning and aging
• Tyres stay looking black longer
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INTERIOR
Just because Meguiar's is best known
for polishes and waxes, doesn't mean
we forgot about the inside of your car.
Meguiar's has developed an extensive
line of products to clean, restore and
protect the interior of your car.
Starting with Meguiar's® Quik Interior
Detailer™ you can quickly and easily
freshen up all the surfaces of your car,
leaving behind a clean detailed look.
To add shine and protection to your
vinyl and rubber surfaces, Meguiar's
line of Protectants will do the job.
Meguiar's® Ultimate Protectant will
keep your sensitive vinyl dash board
looking like new with superior, long
lasting, UV protection.
For the very best in luxury, Meguiar's®
leather cleaners and conditioners are
#1 in the industry! Meguiar's® leather
products are perfect to maintain the
look and feel of your vehicles leather
surfaces.

Quik Interior Detailer

Supreme Shine Protection

G4216 New Car Scent
Protection - 473ml

The fastest way to safely clean
interior plastics, vinyl, leather,
rubber, metal and even audio/
video equipment. Use as part of
your weekly car cleaning routine
for that complete "just detailed"
look.

Boost colour, shine and protection
on vinyl, rubber and plastic with
Meguiar’s Supreme Shine. This
potent protectant quickly
transforms the appearance of
dashboards, trim, door panels,
plastic bumpers and tyres. Colour
becomes deeper and richer and
the shine is greatly increased.
Powerful UV blockers also help to
defend against sun damage.

Remove daily dirt and grime while
providing rich darkness and satin
sheen to vinyl, rubber and plastic
surfaces.

- 473ml G13616 - Wipes G13600 - 473ml G4016 - Wipes G4000

• Safely cleans ALL interior
surfaces
• Contains sun blocking agents

• Non-greasy formula cleans,
shines, & protects while
providing superior UV blocking
• Eliminate unwanted odors
• Leaves a refreshing new car
scent while creating satin ﬁnish
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INTERIOR

G4116 Natural Shine - 473ml
Natural Shine Protectant restores
colour and shine to vinyl, rubber and
plastic surfaces while providing
powerful UV blockers to defend
against fading, cracking & aging.
• Restores natural shine to vinyl,
rubber & plastic
• Easily removes dirt & grime
• Powerful UV blockers &
Scotchgard™ Protection
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G14512 Ultimate Protection
- 355ml

G201316 Ultimate Leather
Detailer - 473ml

Superior UV protection and shine
that signiﬁcantly outlasts other
protectants. Creates a rich shine and
darkness on interior surfaces such as
dashboard and door panels and
brings new life to exterior trim.

NON-GREASY FORMULA: Creates a
rich, satin gloss without a greasy
look or feel
LEATHER CLEANER: Quickly &
safely cleans removing dirt & grime
restoring original appearance
LEATHER CONDITIONER:
Conditioners moisturize leather for a
supple look & feel
UV PROTECTION: Polymers & UV
blockers protect & maintain leather

• Long lasting UV protection
• Dries fast & is non-greasy
• Withstands washing & rain on
exterior trim without streaking

Gold Class Rich Leather Cleaner
& Conditioner - 473ml G10916
- Wipes G10900 - 414ml G7214

Pamper and protect your leather with
gentle, safe cleaners and rich, luxurious
moisturizers. Aloe helps this protect
leather from spills and stains, while UV
inhibitors help prevent premature
fading, aging and cracking.
• Protects leather with safe cleaners
& rich luxurious moisturiser
• UV inhibitors that help prevent
premature fading, aging & cracking

G18616 Gold Class Leather
Conditioner - 473ml

G18516 Gold Class Leather &
Vinyl Cleaner - 473ml

G17914 Gold Class Rich Leather
Cleaner/Conditioner - 400ml

G3800 Gold Class Leather
Sealer Treatment

Moisturises and conditions for likenew leather, with UV protection to
prevent aging and fading. Superior
conditioning leaves your leather
looking rich and natural.

Superior cleaning for leather & vinyl
that is strong enough to remove
stains, yet gentle enough for general
cleaning. Removes imbedded oil and
water based stains, while cleaning
surface dirt and grime to create a
“like new” clean appearance.

This premium formula provides a
simple, but highly effective one step
solution that cleans, conditions and
protects leather without leaving
behind any white residue or artiﬁcial
gloss.

Protect your leather surfaces from
drying out, fading, aging and
accidental stains. Meguiar's Gold
Class Leather Sealer Treatment
featrues advanced hybrid polymers
to keep your leather looking new, it
is a great way to protect new leather,
and to bring life back to worn
leather. 2-step kit cleans leather
surfaces to a "like-new" appearance.

• Combines aloe & moisturizing oils
for superior conditioning
• Maintains original look & feel
• No white residue left behind
residue left behind

• Won’t strip the leather’s natural
life extending oils
• Cleans dirt, grime & stains

• Cleans, conditions & protects
• Premium conditioners & nourishing
aloe
• UV protection helps prevent aging
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INTERIOR

G191419 Carpet & Upholstery
Cleaner - 538g

G180724 Carpet & Cloth
Refresher - 710ml

Air Re-Fresher Mist - Odor
Eliminator

Perfect Clarity Glass Cleaner

DEEP CLEAN: Deep cleaning,
professional strength formula
removes stains & odors!
REMOVE ODORS: Features Odor
Eliminating Technology
QUICK AND EASY: Fast acting foam
breaks down stains
RESIDUE FREE: Dries quickly
without leaving a sticky residue
NEW CAR SCENT: Leaves behind a
fresh, new car scent

Removes unwanted odours
permanently. This formula
implements Freshens automotive
interiors while permanently
removing and eliminating even the
toughest of odours.

- G181302 Black Chrome
G201502 Fiji Sunset
G16402 New Car
G16502 Citrus Grove
G16602 Summer Breeze

Delivers a crystal clear, streak-free
shine you can depend on for maximum
visibility and a clean car. This unique
formula spreads and wipes off quickly,
with superior cleaning ability to tackle
even the dirtiest glass.
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• Smells fresh & clean anytime
• Works great with Meguiar's
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
• Eliminates the toughest odours

• Mist ﬁnds & neutralizes unwanted
odour molecules using Odor
Eliminator Technology
• Air Conditioner vents, under seats
& all the cracks and crevasses

- 710ml G8224

• Anti-hazing long-lasting clarity
• Superior cleaning against bugs,
tree sap, vinyl fog, road grime,
smokers ﬁlm, and bird droppings

OTHER SURFACES
Detailing your vehicle always comes
down to the ﬁner details. Now that
you've restored and protected your
paint, what do you do with all the nonpainted surfaces like vinyl, trim,
headlights and glass? Meguiar's®
Ultimate Black will bring back to life
any faded and tired looking rubber,
plastic or vinyl trim. This special
formula will also last through rain
storms and multiple washing, without
leaving those ugly black streaks that
run down the side of your car like
other trim restoring products.

G2016 Convertible &
Cabriolet Cleaner - 473ml

G2112 Convertible & Cabriolet G15800 Ultimate Black
Weatherproofer - 500ml
Trim Sponges - 2 pack

Plastic Headlights take a lot of abuse,
whether it's damaging UV rays, ﬁne
scratches or road grime, they also
need attention. Meguiar's full line of
headlight restoration products can
restore even the most severely
oxidized headlights; or prevent your
new cars lenses from ever fading in
the ﬁrst place.

• Removes contaminants and
stubborn stains like hard water,
bird droppings and oil
• Penetrating, biodegradable
formula safely removes stains
with no hard scrubbing
• Cleans and ﬁghts mildew and
tough stains on all tops
• Safe on all convertible tops
• Keeps convertible tops
looking like new

Protect and preserve your
convertible top with Convertible &
Cabriolet Weatherproofer. This
comprehensive formula creates a
protective barrier that delivers long
lasting defence against UV rays,
acid rain, bird droppings, stains and
more. Specially developed for use
on canvas, cloth, mohair and vinyl
tops, easy to use aerosol for
convenience.

Restore new life to all exterior
plastic, vinyl & rubber trim such as
bumpers, moldings, door handles,
rear view mirror housings &
windshield cowlings.
• Bring back life to all exterior
plastic, vinyl & rubber trim
• Two convenient ready to use
pre-treated sponges
• Top UV clear coat technology
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OTHER SURFACES

G180515 Heavy Duty Foaming Perfect Clarity Glass
- 236ml Compound G8408
Bug & Tar Aerosol - 425g

G12310 Plast-X - 296ml

G10810 Gold Class Trim
Detailer - 296ml

Rehydrate and loosen stuck bugs,
and soften tar, making removal a
breeze! The secret is a long-lasting
Xtreme Cling™ foam that allows for
extended dwell time for the active
formula to work.

Rich gel formula that quickly
restores optical clarity to both rigid
and ﬂexible clear plastics. PlastX
removes light oxidation, chemical
degradation, surface contamination,
stains & light surface scratches with
ease.

Innovative technology pioneered by
Meguiar’s to instantly restore colour
and richness to faded and discoloured
trim and moulding. Trim is protected
so well that the ‘like new’ appearance
lasts weeks, not days.

- 118ml Sealant G8504

• Clear coat safe technology
• Tough on bugs, easy on paint
• Powerful foaming action loosens
bugs & tar for easier removal
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Compound
• Removes pollution, oily residue,
and other stubborn build-ups
• Erases water spots, smudges
marks & other surface
contamination to restore clarity
• Improves glass clarity & vision
Sealant
• Relentlessly repels rain
• Makes glass easier to clean
• Extreme durability

• Removes ﬁne scratches
• Removes oxidation & grime
• Removes haze & cloudiness

• Helps remove unwanted
contaminants & Wax residue
• ‘Like New’ appearance

G14816 Engine Cleaner
- 473ml

G180224 HD Multi Purpose
Cleaner - 710ml

Meguiars Engine Cleaner is safe for
your engine, yet tough on grime! This
non-caustic formula penetrates and
cleans even the hardest to reach
areas, quickly and safely removing
dirt, grease and grime. It will not
damage rubber and plastic engine
components. It is a quick and easy
biodegradable option for keeping
your engine bay looking its best.

Professional Heavy Duty cleaning.
Powerful, effective and safe, no
staining or bleaching.
• Quickly removes stubborn dirt,
grease and grime
• Powerful and safe cleaning
without staining or bleaching
• All purpose - suits virtually all
exterior and interior surfaces
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HEADLIGHTS
Driving with scratched, foggy
headlights is simply NOT SAFE and
your night time visibility is impaired.
Get your lights right! It’s your
responsibility to make sure your
vehicle lights are kept clean and in
good condition at all times, keep them
looking like new with a simple easy do
it yourself kit and ensure maximum
night driving visibility. These kits
range from the heaviest level of
oxidation to a basic cleanup.

G2970 2 Step Headlight
Kit

G2960 Basic Headlight
Restoration Kit

G2980 HD Headlight
Restoration Kit

Simple and effective way to
restore clarity to uncoated clear
plastics in two easy steps. Remove
oxidation, cloudiness & yellowing
while providing brilliant clarity
that lasts.

• Renews headlight clarity
• Cost effective solution delivers
crystal clear ﬁnish
• Enhance visibility & safety for
night time driving
• No drill required, easy hand
application
• Effectively removes light
oxidation, yellowing, cloudiness
& light scratches

Restoring clarity to uncoated clear
plastics with a standard corded
drill. This inclusive kit comes with
everything needed to safely and
effectively remove heavy oxidation,
cloudiness, and yellowing while
delivering crystal clear results.

• Restores clarity to oxidized and
yellowed headlights
• No drill - simply clean & coat
• Enhances visibility & safety
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• Professional results restoring
clarity to uncoated clear plastics
with a standard corded drill

ACCESSORIES
Have you ever heard the phrase, "the
right tool for the right job"? At
Meguiar's®, our line of paint, wheel
and interior products perform at their
peak when used with high quality
accessories. Microﬁber towels are not
all created equal and our Meguiar's
Supreme Shine™ Microﬁber Towel is a
cut above the rest, making polishing
and waxing even that much more
enjoyable.
Plus, if you are ready to move up from
hand compounding, polishing and
waxing, Meguiar's offers you two
choices for a professional grade,
quality ﬁnish. With the Meguiar's DA
Power System or Mirror Glaze DA
Polisher you will achieve ﬂawless
results that cannot be matched by
hand and without the worry of
marring the ﬁnish. From the ﬁrst time
users to professional detailers we
guarantee you will love the results.

Ax3000 Universal Wheel
Brush

Ax3100 Wheel Face Brush

Ax1000 Microbre Drying
Towel - 700 x 400mm

Makes wheel cleaning quicker and
easier than ever before, while
using a lot less wheel cleaning
product. Fits easily into the
tightest opening, perfect for
cleaning the areas you could
never get to before.

The broad brush head packed with
long, thick bristles makes short
work of even the largest wheels,
while also being able to reach down
into tight spaces – like around the
lug nut holes.

1000gsm microﬁbre, speciﬁcally
designed to safely and quickly dry
your car. It’s thick, plush, premiumgrade microﬁbre pile lifts and
safely traps any residual grime,
rather than dragging it across the
surface.

• Deep reach & ﬂexible
• Non scratch - Not suitable for
matte ﬁnish paint coating

• Fast cleaning
• Rubber bumper
• Non scratch - Not suitable for
matte ﬁnish paint coating

• Supreme Thickness
• Supremely Plush
• Supreme Drying
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ACCESSORIES

X2000 Super Absorbent
Water Magnet - 559 x 762mm

AG1020 Microbre Wash Pad

AG1015 Lambswool Mitt With
Bug Remover

AX3002EU Ultra Plush Wash
Mitt

Absorbs up to two times the water
of traditional towels. Less wring outs
and leaves a spot free, swirl free
ﬁnish. Meguiar’s Water Magnet is an
essential tool in creating and
maintaining a show car perfect ﬁnish
each time the vehicle is dried.

Ultra premium deep pile microﬁbre
wash pad.

Meguiars’s Lambswool Wash Mitt
will absolutely pamper your
paintwork. It’s the ultimate
performer and even comes with a
special bug-splatter remover. The
soft, gentle washing action that only
genuine lambswool can provide is
much more effective than
conventional wash mitts and
sponges.

The ultimate choice for show car
perfect ﬁnishes. The clear coat safe
Microﬁber lifts and traps dirt and
grime for a brilliant, swirl free ﬁnish.

• Reduces drying time with less
wring outs
• Leaves a spot free ﬁnish
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• Deep pile ultra premium
microﬁbre
• Avoids surface scratching & swirls
• Incredible cleaning power
• Exceptional pick up & release of
dirt & grime
• High foaming action
• Lint free & machine washable

• Clear coat safe, swirl & scratch free
performance
• Ultra plush microﬁber lifts & traps
dirt
• Easy care, machine washable
• Carries more suds and water

Supreme Shine Microber

Ag6000 Super-Glide
Chamois

No Smear Glass Cloth - Single
AG3032 - Twin Pack Ag3032T

Ax2020 Supreme Shine
Detailing Cloth - Twin Pack

• Produces a mirror like shine swirl
• free on all ﬁnishes
• Thick, dual sided deep pile has
more absorbency
• Safety edging prevents scratching
• Pre-washed for maximum
absorbency
• Outperforms traditional terry
towels
• Great to use on the interior
• Machine washable

An extremely ‘thirsty’ ultra premium
Microﬁbre Chamois that doesn’t
stick to the ﬁnish like a natural
chamois.

Cuts glass cleaning time in half – you
won't believe the performance! The
perfect solution to use with Perfect
Clarity Glass Cleaner to deliver truly
amazing results. Wipe time is
dramatically reduced due to the
unique fabric structure, which
provides super absorption qualities
and unique "No Grab" performance.

The super soft, high density, clear
coat safe, ultra plush, dual sided deep
microﬁbre pile safely lifts and traps
dust and dirt away from the surface
to eliminate the typical swirls and
micro-scratches caused by dirt drag.

- Single X2010 - Three Pack X2020

•
•
•
•
•

No pre-conditioning required
No sticking
No drying stiff
No growing mould
Doesn’t need to be kept moist
when stored

• 400 x 400mm

• Premium double sided 600gsm
microﬁbre cloth 600 x 400mm
• Ultra plush and super soft, perfect
for use on sensitive clear coat
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ACCESSORIES

APPAD Applicator Pads
- Soft Foam Pad 2 Pack

X3003 Gritguard

Microwipe Polishing Cloth

SNOWKIT Car Wash Snow
Cannon Kit

Ultra soft applicator pads won’t
scratch ﬁne surfaces. The open
cell structure holds and releases a
thin, even layer of polish or wax.

The Meguiar's Professional Grit
Guard keeps wash water grit off
your washing mitt!

Highly absorbent, high quality with
thousands upon thousands of ﬁbre
endings, gently lifts and traps dust,
dirt and grime along with any
product residue - delivering a swirl
and scratch free ﬁnish.

Utilizing the high sudsing power of
Meguiar's Gold Class Car Wash to
deliver outstanding foaming action
with excellent cling to gently foam
away dirt, road grime and
contaminants.

• Ultra soft foam for smooth
application
• Use on all surfaces
• Spreads product evenly
• Machine washable and very \
durable
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• Reduces scratches and
swirls on the surface of a
vehicle when washing
• Keeps wash water grit off
your washing mitt!
• Prevents mitt contamination &
prolongs wash soap life

- Single AG3030 - Three Pack
AG3030T

•
•
•
•

Multi-purpose use
Soft & Lint Free
Non-Scratching
420gsm, 40 x 40cm, Triple Pack

• Clean & shine with a proper car
wash
• Eliminate the possibility of
washing swirl marks & scratches

DA POWER SYSTEM

G3500 D/A Power System

G3507 D/A Compound Pads
- Two Pack

G3508 D/A Polishing Pads
- Two Pack

G3509 D/A Waxing Pads
- Two Pack

Turn your powered or cordless drill
into the perfect paint polisher, using
revolutionary dual action technology,
you can start getting professional
results at home.

Meguiar's DA Power System
Compound Pads are the perfect
compliment to Meguiar's Ultimate
Compound, and will easily restore
colour and clarity to abused and
neglected paint ﬁnishes.

Meguiar's DA power system
polishing pads, designed for the DA
Power System you will break the
glossy scale and eliminate those hard
to beat swirls… without breaking a
sweat! Polishing your car's paint is
the ﬁnal step before waxing for
maximum deep rich paint.

Do you need more time to wax your
car? Do you love the look and feel of
a freshly waxed car? If so, using
Meguiar’s Ultimate Wax and the DA
Power System's Black Waxing Pad,
you can wax your car in as little as 30
min. Quickly add durable, long lasting
protection for the ultimate show car
ﬁnish.

• Wax your car in less time
• DA System uses dual action – so
it will not harm your paint
• Attaches to most household drills
with RPM ranges of 1200-3500

• Compound Power Pad increase
the amount of defect removal
• 4" pad moves quickly yet small
enough to reach to tight spots

• Perfect even application and mild
defect removal
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READY TO USE

MARINE

Meguiar’s Detailer Ready To Use
Range - DRTU 946ml Bottles

Meguiar’s Marine Product Line

Meguiar's Detailer products are the perfect
solution for the DIY Professional - Now available
as a Ready to Use formula in a professional
trigger action bottle.

Meguiar's offers a comprehensive, high quality
line of products designed just for Boats and RV's.
These products will give the same brilliant shine
and long lasting protection that enthusiasts
expect.
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WE LOVE CARS AS MUCH AS YOU DO!
The Meguiar's New Zealand team loves cars, and we love sharing the knowledge, skills and
passion with car enthusiasts, we love it when our cars look great, and love it when we can help
you make your car look great!
• Supporting Car Clubs Around NZ - Meguiar's give away over $10,000 worth of
products each year to car clubs for their events. We also host 'Car Club nights' - a
training evening for your car club so you can learn all the basics of car care, contact
us at promotions@smitsgroup.co.nz for more information or if you wish to host a
training night for your club.
• Car Shows - If you're at a car show in NZ, chances are we're there too! Meguiar's
love to be where the cars are, so keep an eye out for us next time and feel free to
come and ask the team for technical advice.
• It's our passion - We're so passionate about cars that we've even dedicated a
website to it, at www.lovemycarnz.co.nz you'll ﬁnd photos from events, latest
products, news, gear guide, training videos and more!
• Website - Keep up to date with the latest from Meguiar's at meguiars.co.nz or
smitsgroup.co.nz where you can buy online, check the latest news, and get some
hot deals on Meguiar's products.
• Facebook - Keep in touch with us via Facebook (and win some prizes too from time
to time). facebook.com/MeguiarsNewZealand & Facebook.com/LoveMyCarNZ
• Instagram - Post and share your car photos with us on Instagram @meguiars_nz
#meguiarsnz

www.MEGUIARS.co.nz
customerservice@smitsgroup.co.nz
Freephone 0800 227 422

smitsgroup.co.nz
59-65 Greenmount Drive, East Tamaki, Auckland 2013
PO Box 58011, Botany, Auckland 2163
T: 0800 227 422 | F: 09 274 0991
E: customerservice@smitsgroup.co.nz
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